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The design and delivery of social services will shift from a 
top-down, government-centric approach to a whole-society 
approach.

This approach will strengthen relational capital in social 
services delivery, by encouraging collaboration to optimise 
utilisation of resources and promote volunteerism.

A task force comprising representatives from relevant 
ministries, private sector, NGOs and Community-based 
Organisations (CBOs) will be established to coordinate social 
services delivery.

Improving the professionalism and capabilities of NGOs and 
CBOs through the replication of community-based 
programmes

STRATEGY F6 STRATEGY F5 

High investments in social 
services but delivery is 
ineffective

Focus on streamlining social services 
delivery by incorporating feedback from 
the community in line with the 
“whole-society approach”    

GAME CHANGER: SOCIAL INNOVATION
E�orts to boost innovation at societal level are based on these strategies:

STRATEGY CANVAS :  SOCIAL INNOVATION

Communities remain 
dependent on the 
government 

Delivery supported by a social financing 
model and outcome-based funding to 
provide communities with avenue to 
invest in innovative initiatives  

From To From To

6  STRATEGIC THRUSTS
The Government has defined six strategic thrusts to help Malaysia stay ahead 
of the challenges and opportunities of the fast-changing global and political 
landscape. These thrusts aim to comprehensively address the end-to-end 
needs of the rakyat and the nation.
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TRANSLATING INNOVATION TO WEALTH

A social �nancing model for public-private partnership 
programmes will be introduced to promote investments 
from the private sector, foundations, and individuals in 
delivering social services.

The ‘payment by results’ mode will be introduced, where 
private social impact investors will provide funding for NGOs 
and CBOs to implement social services and will be reimbursed 
by the Government when the agreed outcomes are achieved.

This model will reduce the burden and risk of social services 
programmes through the sharing of resources and leveraging 
civil society’s collective skills, enthusiasm, and innovation 
capacity with the Government as a facilitator

The involvement of NGOs and CBOs will increase the 
�exibility in implementation of the programmes

As Malaysia transitions towards an advanced economy, the structure of the 
economy will shift towards knowledge-intensive activities across all sectors. 
This represents the various stakeholders across the public and private sectors 
playing their part to re-engineer the ecosystem as a whole to accelerate 
economic growth towards greater prosperity for all.

Re-engineering 
economic 
growth for 
greater 
prosperity
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Developing a social �nancing 
model

Strengthening collaboration through 
a whole-society approach


